Timeline of shady UN IPCC practices

Reports by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, UN IPCC, are the
basis of government and Greens climate policies. The UN IPCC selects panellists to read literature
and make recommendations. Politicians and bureaucrats then write Summaries for Policy Makers
given to national governments and media.
The UN IPCC does no scientific research. It is not accountable to national governments.
Here’s an abbreviated timeline of UN IPCC practices. These are the basis of reports the
government is using to justify its policies for controlling and taxing our energy and our lives:
1974

The media and a small loud band of scientists hyped alarm about catastrophic global cooling,
blaming it on fuels containing carbon.

1976

The Great Pacific Climate Shift. Temperatures rose slightly.

1980

UNEP staged a conference in Villach, Austria. It invited national governments to send scientists.
Delegates were given a draft declaration stating global warming was due to fuels containing
carbon. The scientists refused to sign stating there was no evidence.

1985

Defeated by science, UNEP learned. For its 1985 Villach conference, UNEP bypassed governments
and selected delegates itself. The conference then passed the draft resolution that carbon fuels
caused warming despite no evidence. UNEP’s Bert Bolin reportedly wrote the conference report
himself.

1988

UNEP formed the UN IPCC with its first chair being Bert Bolin. (Some of the ‘scientists’ previously
hyping global freezing jumped onto the UN IPCC’s global warming bandwagon of beneficiaries.)

1991

UN IPCC’s first report to national governments. Supposedly based largely on Bolin’s UNEP Villach
report, it claimed warming due to carbon fuels despite no evidence.

1995

UN IPCC’s second report. Scientists reported five times that there was no evidence of humans
causing global warming. Yet, contrary to the scientists, the summary by UN IPCC politicians said,
quote: “The balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on global climate”. UN
IPCC report contradicting evidence.

2001

UN IPCC’s third report was based on the Mann, Bradley, Hughes hockey stick graph claiming
runaway global warming. This contradicted science world-wide that consistently showed Earth’s
recent temperatures much lower than 800 years ago - and lower than Earth’s average for the last
3,000 years. Mann refused to release their data to scrutiny. Persistent statisticians exposed Mann’s
faulty method and unscientific, biased data selection. The graph is now discredited world-wide.
After driving alarmist headlines and ingraining unfounded fear and guilt world-wide the graph
was quietly withdrawn. UN IPCC report contradicting science without evidence.

2007

1

UN IPCC’s fourth and latest report relied entirely on unvalidated computer models - already proven
wildly wrong. The UN IPCC’s own Table 2.11 reveals 80% of factors used in the models have low
or very low levels of understanding. The report misleadingly implied real-world measurements
when there were none. UN IPCC has no scientifically measured real-world evidence showing
human production of CO2 affects temperature. UN IPCC ignores huge body of scientific evidence
showing CO2 levels do not drive global temperature.
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UN IPCC chair Rajendra Pachauri and Kevin Rudd as PM repeatedly stated that the UN
IPCC’s claim of global warming due to human CO2 was made by 4,000 scientists. Yet UN IPCC
data shows the claim was made by a close knit cabal of 53 people, mostly computer modellers
who gain financially from promoting their models. The claim of global warming due to human
CO2 was endorsed by five reviewers. Not 4,000, just five individuals— and there’s doubt they
were even scientists. UN IPCC head contradicts UN IPCC’s own figures by falsely implying
scientific support.
UN IPCC data shows UN IPCC peer review processes are corrupted and often bypassed
altogether.
Contrary to chairman Pachauri’s claims of 100% peer- reviewed scientific papers, an independent
international audit reported in early 2010 that the UN IPCC’s 2007 report cited 5,587 references not
peer reviewed—including newspaper stories, mountain hikers’ anecdotes and political activists’
campaign material. UN IPCC head falsely states UN IPCC relies on science and contradicts UN
IPCC’s own figures.
What about global temperature? The only reliable measurements are those by weather balloon
and satellites. Both show no net warming - just naturally fluctuating warming and cooling cycles.
UN IPCC report omits and contradicts scientific evidence.
Do you know that the UN IPCC deliberately omitted 90,000 reliable measurements of CO2
during the past 180 years. These show natural fluctuations up to 40% above current levels. UN
IPCC report omits and contradicts scientific evidence.
Given the money, research grants, careers, reputations, trading commissions and political
positions dependent on climate alarm these actions amount to fraud.
There is no evidence humans caused the entirely natural cooling and warming cycles of the
last 160 years. There is much evidence showing it was due to Nature.
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